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Abstract. The distinction between digital libraries and electronic editions is becom-

ing more and more subtle. The practice of annotation represents a point of conver-

gence of two only apparently separated worlds. The aim of this paper is to present a 

model of collaborative semantic annotation of texts (SemLib project), suggesting a 

system that find in Semantic Web and Linked Data the solution technologies for en-

abling structured semantic annotation, also in the field of electronic editions in Digi-

tal Humanities domain. The main purpose of SemLib is to develop an application so 

to make easy for developers the integration of annotation software in digital librar-

ies, which are different both for technical implementations and managed contents, 

and provide to users, indifferently from their cultural backgrounds, a simple system 

which could be used as a front-end. We present, for this purpose, a final example of 

semantic annotation in a specific context: a digital edition of a literary text and the 

issues that an annotation task involves.  
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1 Introduction 

In the Library of Alexandria, the distinction between philologists and librarians was 

almost not existent, since the functions of acquisition, cataloguing and preservation 

were strictly related to an editorial work which main aim was to give to the texts the 

best possible rigour and accuracy [1]. The progressive specialization of skills has 

brought, as a natural consequence, the loss of a global view, also in strongly linked 

sectors like the ones quoted above. Let‘s only think about the different meanings that 

the term bibliography can assume when used with different prefixes such as ‗analytic‘ 

or ‗descriptive‘. This same loss has been denounced by Vannevar Bush [2] and there-

fore his vision of the Memex was a possible solution for this situation. It is therefore 

quite a paradox that in digital information systems and frameworks published on the 

World Wide Web, representing on one side Digital Libraries (DLs) and, on the other, 
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Electronic or Digital Editions, this difference is, if possible, even sharper, having 

generated two different scholarly communities, which, even though overlapping, pre-

sents their own distinctive features. 

In fact, by concentrating on cataloguing and digitizing collections rather than analys-

ing the content of individual items in a collection, the DL is mostly focused on pub-

lishing mechanisms (or to better say the dissemination ones) — an opposite extreme 

from the focus of electronic editions on textual encoding, in particular the one based 

on the TEI standard  [3]. The DL, instead, is by nurture agnostic towards the contents 

it has to manage, since they could be very heterogeneous, preferring therefore to ig-

nore the granularity of an encoded text, which is fundamental for an electronic edi-

tion. Moreover, a DL contains reproduction of physical objects or content born-

digital, while in the current situation the primary sources upon which an electronic 

edition is based have an almost and exclusively analogical origin. But interaction 

between these two paradigms is actually taking place, even though, in a not very or-

ganized and co-ordinated way, following what clearly are physiological patterns, but 

in a deeper and more dynamic modality than the one allowed by the analogical di-

mension
1
. 

The electronic edition and the DL are modelled on the needs, experiences and uses of 

two different communities, even though related, and this is a natural expectation. 

What is not completely expected is the (re)definition of the respective natures, and 

overall modalities of interaction of these two entities, in particular from the point of 

view of their (re)modelling, following computational principles. In fact now the dif-

ferences have a logical base rather than a physical one. 

Even though the technologies are necessarily the same, this does not assure a com-

plete homogeneity at the level of methodologies, approaches and solutions, in other 

words it does not guarantee the perfect overlapping and compatibility of the hypothet-

ic semantic models. This discrepancy is mitigated by observing two opposed and 

complementary movements that are currently taking place. On one side the electronic 

editions and archives are expanding, becoming more and more complex and stratified, 

while on the other side DLs are becoming more and more granular (together with 

their natural tendency for progressive growth). In fact, of the two currently available 

formal models for DLs, the 5S [7] and the DELOS Reference Model [8], the former, 

being directly based on first-order logic, is granular and expressive enough to model 

also electronic editions, both the textual encoding level and the very different rela-

tionships existing between the witnesses which made up the textual tradition.  

Building on the facts presented until now, the most logical consequence is that a focus 

on semantic and formal models seems the only way for breaking the barriers between 

these DLs and electronic editions, even though, in this latter case the prevailing diffu-

sion of the TEI encoding, notwithstanding its many advantages, is a potential hin-

                                                 
1For instance, there is the progressive adoption of IFLA FRBR model, in projects such as Per-

seus <http://www.perseus.tufts.edu> [4] or the Canonical Text Service protocol 

<http://chs75.chs.harvard.edu/projects/diginc/techpub/cts> [5] or 

standards such as METS. On the digital libraries side, an interesting case is the use of the 

publishing framework Cocoon, inside Dspace, in a component called first Manakin and then 

XMLUI, used to customize the user interface. The XML schema used to transport the data, 

DRI Schema, is based on TEI for what concerns the actual contents [6]. 



drance, since it brings the focus mostly on data structures which lack a formal seman-

tics [9], [10].  

The annotation task becomes then crucial. In the context of both DLs and electronic 

editing, the term annotation indicates the process of adding some kind of information 

to an existing digital resource. It can be a tag, a comment or some kind of structured 

metadata. The task of librarians is to provide sets of high quality annotations for each 

library resource, in order to help organizing the knowledge gathered in each library. 

These metadata are usually designed in accordance with standard library science prac-

tices and are meant to facilitate knowledge discovery by the generic library user. A 

DL can be accessed by several user communities, each one with a specific vision of 

the world and each one interested in a specific topic or aspect of knowledge. On the 

contrary, built-in metadata in DLs are often generic information (e.g. year of publica-

tion, author, historical period, artistic wave, etc.), or reflects a single viewpoint. They 

do not capture all the aspects the users might be interested in, thus being often of poor 

value with respect to interesting resources discovery.  

A similar problem exists in more specialized types of digital publications, such as 

critical text editions. In digital editions it is common practice that the editors enrich 

the text by annotating it with TEI or other forms of markup. These annotations are 

then used to deliver a richer reading and searching experience for the final user. De-

spite this practice has certainly proved useful, it also suffers from a similar limitation 

to the one outlined above for generic DLs. Annotations made by the editors are intrin-

sically static and relative to a particular view of the world or school of thought. Dif-

ferently than paper artifacts, digital resources can be easily exploited as social objects 

around which communities can collaboratively and continuously enrich the digital 

artifacts with different interpretations.  

According to authoritative studies [11], [12], [13] DLs, and more specific collections 

of digital objects, should allow their users to annotate resources and leave comments. 

They should also let users share their index and classification schemata with other 

users [14]. We believe that DLs and more specialized collections in the Digital Hu-

manities field, can greatly benefit from the availability of Web annotation tools based 

on Semantic Web and Linked Data technologies and the aim of our research is to 

show in which way.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related works in the field of 

annotation. Section 3 discusses the approach taken within the context of the SemLib 

project, whose prototypal intermediate results (the project will publicly release its 

final results in December 2012) represent an interesting experiment in this direction.  

Section 4 gives a specific case study of semantic annotation in a digital edition. 

2 Related Works 

Annotating Web documents like Web pages, part of Web pages, images, audios and 

videos is one of the most spread technique to create interconnected and structured 

metadata on the Web. In the last years several automatic, semi-automatic and manual 

systems have been proposed that provide support for creating annotations at different 

levels and in diverse scenarios. Some applications have been developed as extensions 

of social bookmarking tools and have become a popular service over the Web with 



application as Delicious
2
 or StumbleUpon

3
 that count millions of registered users. 

Other tools have been more specifically conceived for manually creating and sharing 

annotations in specific domains, including Digital Humanities and Cultural Heritage 

[15], [16]. Early implementations of manual annotation tools have been mostly devel-

oped as desktop applications or browser plugins (such as Zotero
4
 and others). With 

the growing availability of powerful client side Web programming tools and tech-

niques, annotation tools then evolved in fully fledged Web applications such as Euro-

peanaConnect Media Annotation Prototype [16] based on Annotea [17], One Click 

Annotator [18], the Open Knowledge Foundation‘s Annotator project
5
, SharedCopy

6
, 

A.nnotate
7
 and many others. Another widely applied method to create annotations is 

to use automatic and semi-automatic tools based on euristics like natural language 

processing, image recognition, audio and video segmentation.  For textual content 

there are several widespread commercial services that automatically perform a light 

type of annotation known as entity extraction with a constantly improving degree of 

relevance (e.g. Opencalais
8
, Zemanta

9
, AlchemyAPI

10
). 

While some of the existing tools address ease of use and wide adoption, they hardly 

provide support for expressing non trivial semantics, as establishing precise (typed) 

relations among digital objects or referring to specific entries in domain thesauri and 

vocabularies. In Semlib, the goal is to build different annotation GUIs to address dif-

ferent levels of expressivity, from simple tags to structured conceptual graphs, care-

fully balancing ease of use and expressivity. The other idea behind SemLib is that of 

representing annotations (simple or complex ones) in a uniform way (as RDF graphs), 

and expose them via REST APIs so to enable effective reuse of collaboratively creat-

ed knowledge, for example to further enrich DLs. 

3 Collaborative Semantic Annotation of Texts: the SemLib 

approach 

One of the main goals of the SemLib project [19]  is the design and implementation of 

a semantic aware annotation system that can be easily used in conjunction with differ-

ent DLs, requiring as less modification as possible to the existing DL software infra-

structures, and that can be flexible enough to address different needs of specific 

communities. Such differences both reside in required expressivity and complexity of 

annotations, which might range from simple tags to non trivial semantic relations 

among media content and other kind of entities, and in the use of different domain 

dependent terminology and vocabularies. 

                                                 
2  http://delicious.com/ 
3
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4
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5
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7
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8
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9
 http://www.zemanta.com/  

10
 http://www.alchemyapi.com/  
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A core requirement in SemLib is that of enabling reuse of annotations, for example to 

leverage them as a crowd-sourced structured knowledge that might be used to enrich 

DLs themselves. While interoperability at data representation level is certainly a key 

feature with respect to this goal, the system has to provide effective ways to meaning-

fully consume such data, for example allowing external applications to search annota-

tions and to obtain ―slices‖ of the overall annotations (e.g. obtaining annotations from 

trusted users only, or those that involves relevant resources only, etc.). 

3.1 From tagging to semantically structured annotations 

The simple form of annotation, widely understood and adopted by the majority of 

Web users, is tagging. Keywords based tagging, however, has several disadvantages 

(between them: no explicit meaning and explanation; polysemy; synonymy; base 

form variation; specificity gap; reused in different systems). These poor semantics 

expressed by ―traditional‖ tags prevents in fact the use of annotations to produce reus-

able structured knowledge, which is the core goal of SemLib. To overcome such limi-

tations, SemLib supports ―semantic tagging‖, where each tag corresponds to an entry 

in a controlled vocabulary or ontology and it is a Web resource in itself, thus being 

resolvable into a natural language description by dereferencing its URL. A similar 

approach has been already experimented in the Common Tag initiative  

(Commontag.org). The current prototype allows users to transparently search for 

entities (semantic tags) in Freebase.com, providing auto-complete suggestions and 

resulting in external web resources to be associated to text fragments or pictures in a 

web page. 

Interestingly, such web resource happens to be Linked Data sources. This means that 

they can be used to retrieve further information about the entities, allowing external 

applications, which consume such annotations, to immediately use such additional 

data in intelligent ways. In addition, existing APIs, such as DBPedia spotlight, are 

used to suggest simple forms of automatic tagging. 

SemLib also supports more advanced types of annotations that exploit all the expres-

sive power of the RDF data model, which goes beyond simple semantic tagging. As 

an example, suppose Alice is a scholar studying Italian literature. She finds a DL with 

some interesting novels. While reading one of them, she highlights a paragraph and 

creates an annotation specifying that such a paragraph cites Alessandro Manzoni and 

that attempts to give a definition of ―Historical novel‖. Semantic tagging as described 

above, does not allow to specify the relation (e.g. cites, defines) between the text and 

the related entities (e.g. ―Alessandro Manzoni‖ and ―Historical novel‖), which is 

needed to answer queries like ―what are the paragraphs that cites a given author?‖ or 

―What definitions of historical novel does the system know?‖ 
The SemLib annotation tool supports the creation of such complex annotations by 

allowing user to collect different kind of ―items‖ (they can be terms from a vocabu-

lary, web pages, or fragments of them, e.g. sentences and pictures) and then connect 

them via semantically typed relations, thus in fact creating a semantic graph. The 

annotation tool can be configured to use custom vocabularies to accommodate the 

needs of different DLs. Vocabularies can be published on the web in a simple JSON 

based format and then ingested by the tool by simply specifying their URL.  

../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/40E0DM5C/(http:/commontag.org/
../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/40E0DM5C/(http:/commontag.org/


Cross-references annotations are an interesting special case that is often required by 

scholars. In consists in establishing a semantic relations between two media frag-

ments, such as a sentence and other one in a different page (possibly in a different 

DL), or a sentence and a specific region of an image. From a conceptual and data 

representation point of view, they are equivalent to other semantic relations, however 

they raise new challenges at the user interaction level. In SemLib such kind of annota-

tions are made possible by allowing user to bookmark media fragments, to surf to 

other web pages and then to reuse such bookmarked items in annotations. 

3.2 Data model and API 

The representation of semantic annotation is composed by two distinct parts: the an-

notation context and its semantic content. The first represents information such as the 

author of the annotation, while the latter represents the actual meaning or knowledge 

that the user wanted to express in the annotation. The data model is illustrated in Fig. 

1 as an RDF graph. 

Different RDF based data models for representing web annotations have been pro-

posed in literature. In SemLib we decided to base on the Open Annotation Collabora-

tion (OAC) data model [20]. The OAC ontology is used to represent annotations con-

texts, which specifies, through the oac:hasTarget property, the web resources in-

volved in an annotation. An additional concept used in the SemLib model is that of 

notebook, which is an aggregation of annotations. Each user can have multiple note-

books, e.g. to group annotations pertaining to different tasks or contexts. Notebooks 

have a central role in the overall functioning of the system, as they constitute the 

granularity where user privileges are attached and annotations are shared among us-

ers. 

 

Figure 1 The annotation data model 



The oac:hasBody property links the annotation to its content. In SemLib the body, 

rather than being a text or a web page (as it happens in most of the examples given in 

the OAC specifications) is a RDF graph itself. The content graph is made addressable 

by using named graphs. As shown in Figure 1, a named graph is used as value of the 

oac:hasBody property. As annotations are stored in a quad-store and the SPARQL 

standard query language natively supports named graphs, such an approach results in 

more flexibility in consuming annotations. 

Named graphs are sub-graphs of an RDF graph that can be merged and queried as 

single graphs. The use of named graphs allows, for example, querying only those 

graphs that belongs to annotations in a given notebook. The same can be done for 

collections of annotations grouped via other criteria (e.g. from the same user, involv-

ing the same resource, etc.). A set of RESTful APIs are exposed by the annotation 

server to provide an easy way of consuming slices of the overall annotations set in 

various RDF serialization formats, and additional custom queries can be performed 

via standard SPARQL endpoint.  

While the annotation context is represented using a fixed ontology (an extension of 

the OAC ontology), semantic content of annotations can use any ontology that a cer-

tain domain requires (e.g. a TEI-derived ontology in the Digital Humanities 

main
11

). 

3.3 Enabling collaboration in the Digital Humanities 

One of the most relevant limitations of annotation systems based on embedded 

markup, such as HTML or XML, is the tight coupling between the annotation and the 

annotated object [21]. In the Digital Humanities community the problem is acute, 

partly because most of the times digital edition projects do not publish the XML an-

notated version of the text, but rather a derivative HTML or PDF version produced 

from the original XML. In these cases annotation ceases to be metadata to become 

part of the digital objects, thus not being reusable, preventing collaboration and fur-

ther enrichments of the text.  

Even when the XML source files are distributed along with the human readable ver-

sion, they are seldom reused or integrated outside the boundaries of the systems in 

which they were originated. The semantics of the annotations is in most cases based 

on local interpretations and local extensions of the core vocabulary. Additionally, 

vocabularies and thesauri are not shared and the semantics of local extensions is not 

machine-readable. As a result, textual resources, their interpretations and enrichments, 

remain siloed within the boundaries of individual projects. Data is not shared, derived 

information and interpretation is hidden within the browsing applications and not 

addressable or reusable. As a result, digital collaboration practices are rather weak if 

compared to other disciplines where information sharing and reuse is more common 

(e.g. ‗hard‘ sciences).  

Stand-off semantic annotations based on the RDF standard, as described in the previ-

ous section, have the potential to overcome many of these limitations.  

Annotations are useful in organizing and adding information to digital content, sup-

porting single users in studying and exploring online resources. However, a lot more 

                                                 
11 TEI ontologies SIG  http://www.tei-c.org/SIG/Ontologies 
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value can be added if annotations are shared with others, enabling, for example, virtu-

al communities to perform collaborative tasks. In SemLib, both annotations and vo-

cabularies can be published on the Web in machine-readable format (RDF) so that 

any authorized application can interpret annotations. This basically decouples the 

applications used to access the DL from the content itself, allowing for multiple 

―views or interpretations‖ of the same content to be published in a decentralized way. 

Another interesting side effect of the Semantic Web approach, is that it naturally ena-

bles collaboration: as long as users have the possibility to upload their annotation 

somewhere on the Web, they are free to keep enriching the content stored on the DL 

without the need of any coordination with the content holder. Users communities can 

share their work by simply exchanging URLs that point to their annotation graphs. At 

a later stage, user annotations can also be made authoritative by the library curators, 

by incorporating them into the DL. Annotations are provided with provenance 

metadata, so that it is always possible to determine who made a specific annotation 

and when. 

While the prototype has not yet been released to the public, some online screencasts 

demonstrate the core functionalities and user interactions
12

. 

4 Adding meaning. A case study 

The case study we present here is a digital edition of a XV century collection of let-

ters now held in different libraries and, mostly, archives. The purpose of the edition is 

to experiment a concrete case of semantic annotation starting from a sequence of 

XML/TEI files, regarding the same field.  

The correspondence documents the professional relationships managed by the Floren-

tine librarian and copyist Vespasiano da Bisticci, who was also the leader of a school 

of copyists, maker of some European libraries‘ manuscript repositories. The corre-

spondence is with notable people of that period and the content regards mostly the 

trade of manuscripts copied, proposed or requested by/to Vespasiano. A lot of these 

manuscripts had been identified in codices now held in various libraries in all Europe. 

From the letters we can learn about features of these manuscripts: the materials, the 

copyists, the costs, but also the names of latin, greek and humanistic authors and texts 

that were the most fashionable at the time. 

The purpose of the digital edition, moving toward a DL of digital objects, is on one 

side to represent the information that is implicitly connected inside the source (people 

with manuscripts, manuscript with lexicon); on the other to create semantic links be-

tween the information inside the letters and correlated Web resources, useful in order 

to describe this information (people, manuscripts, lexicon). The first purpose is thus to 

create relationships between people and manuscripts related to people at some level 

(the copyist, the owner, the requester) and the manuscripts with the lexicon used in 

order to describe them; this information born naturally from the letters and have to be 

expressed with semantic assertions through external annotations. The second aim is to 

create relationships between the specific document and other documents: people and 
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resources useful to describe people (public prosopography), mentioned manuscripts 

with the existent codices (catalogues of manuscripts), the lexicon with repositories of 

technical words (thesauri) using the Linked Data system.  

4.1 The embedded markup  

The markup model we present covers all the different aspects of the edition, that is the 

model reflects the different access points to the letters‘ content. The focus is on: per-

sons mentioned in the letters; manuscripts realized by Vespasiano‘s school; the tech-

nical lexicon of the copy and of librarian trade.  

At the markup level it is quite easy to represent, with the appropriate TEI elements, all 

this information. The base TEI markup let us identify: proper name (<persname> 

and <placename>) and referring string (<rs> with @type for specification), men-

tioned manuscripts (<bibl>) and related author (<author>) and title (<title>), 

technical term (<term>) on various field (@type). 

The @ref value in the instances of <persname>, <placename> and <rs> al-

lows a first identification of individuals being mentioned: missing parts of names are 

solved outside and variants are associated to the same instance. The same attribute 

@ref was also used for the element <bibl> and <term>, with a TEI customiza-

tion. The @ref value points to a specification of the item stores in a place outside the 

document. Therefore, within these elements, an access point is defined as an element 

owning a URI reference that points to @rdf:about attribute in the external reposi-

tory. In this way each pertinent string of characters or fragment has an URI. 

If the URI pointing gives us the possibility to formally describe annotated elements in 

the external representation, we need a system to create connections between these 

annotated elements. These connections must answer to questions like: which relation 

exists between a person and a manuscript? And which one between the same manu-

script and a technical word used to describe the manuscript? But we need to answer 

also to questions like: which exemplar of the manuscript has been realized? Is it still 

available in any library in Europe? What a specific technical word means?  There are 

any other occurrences in other repositories? Who is a mentioned person? 

For the first set of questions we need some more formal semantics in order to describe 

relationships between annotated data elements. For the second set of questions we 

have to use techniques useful in order to connect the edition with existent resources 

on the Web. 

4.2 The external information 

Once the texts are annotated, and each pertinent string of characters has an URI,  it is 

necessary firstly to focus on what kind of additional information it is possible to de-

fine in the separated documents. Making each occurrence (persons, manuscripts and 

lexicon) accessible via URI-based pointing we can create a public authority list. Start-

ing from Vespasiano‘s letters it became possible to expose authority information 

about people, manuscripts, technical lexicon regarding XV century culture, in order to 

start to create an open and public authority list, to be integrated in authority records, 

as a set of Web resources.  



We need firstly to decide which kind of relevant added data it is possible to specify 

for each of the three categories. Then we have to reflect on which kind of relation-

ships we could define, expressing the content thought stand-off semantic annotations. 

Persons. At this level we define relationships: with other persons; with places; with 

dates; with other resources (like multimedia data); and with mentioned manuscripts 

(i.e. a person could be owner of a codex created by Vespasiano‘s school). 

Manuscripts. With regard to manuscripts mentioned in the letters it is possible to cre-

ate link to other repositories and establish relationships with both persons and terms. 

We have to create relationships: with the codex repository; with the codicological 

description; with a digital image; with the digitalized full text; with a person relevant 

to it (i.e., the owner, the requester, the copyist, etc.). 

Lexicon. The analysis of the technical lexicon used by Vespasiano is an interesting 

exploration in the history of the book and in the actual trade of the copy, and it is 

sometimes connected to the manuscripts realized. At this level it is possible to define 

relationships between manuscripts and lexicon used. 

4.3 The knowledge base 

All this external information could be described in a formal way through RDF asser-

tions, like similar researches did (i.e. [22], [23]) and the annotations could be accessi-

ble over the Web as Linked Data sets. Mostly we need to focus on the fact that be-

tween these concepts (persons and manuscripts; manuscripts and lexicon) we can 

define relationships that provide greater conceptual depth and that can be easily ex-

pressed in a formal language, creating a good model for the representation of the con-

tent of the letters: we can establish unambiguously the different relationships existing 

between a person, a manuscript and a term, such as a person being the owner, the 

copyist, or the client of a codex and this manuscript is described with a specific term 

(p.e. Piero de‘ Medici is owner of Plutarco‘s Vite, which are realized in ―chordo-

vani‖). Mapping the specific created class (persons, manuscripts, lexicon and the 

different kind of relationships) with predicates defined in existent model a suitable 

ontology could be distributed. We are now analyzing different predicates for internal 

connection, starting from these consideration: a person could be owner-of; copyist-of; 

illuminator-of; requester-of a manuscript; a manuscript could be created-for; request-

ed-by; copied-by; illuminated-by a person / described-with terms; the lexicon is relat-

ed-to a manuscript.  

But like we explain in the previous section the external information could be linked to 

some external resources. We are studying some predicates. For person, TEI prosopog-

raphy integrated with CIDOC-CRM
13

 for relationships between Agents, Physical 

things, Events and Places. For manuscripts an ontology properly extending and cus-

tomizing the FRBR
14

 can be used to capture the subtle difference between the physi-

cal codex, the content it has and the work the codex is a manifestation-of. For the 

lexicon SKOS
15

 provides a basic ontological foundation for a terminological thesau-

rus and the relationships of the terms defined therein and elsewhere.  

                                                 
13 CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model, http://www.cidoc-crm.org/ 
14  Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, http://www.frbr.org/ 
15  Simple Knowledge Organization System, http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference 
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But we mostly need to reflect on the fact that the mentioned manuscripts are specific 

codices that can be found nowadays in a specific library, or a person has an icono-

graphic representation that could be found in a certain cultural institute. With URI 

references and RDF representation we started to create relationships between people, 

manuscripts and lexicon of the letters and the related concept all over the Web, using 

existent Linked Data sets and exposing our annotation as Linked Data sets in open 

collaboration.  

5 Conclusions 

Having started from a general description of current epistemological and ontological 

differences between digital libraries and electronic editions, together with the related 

underlying rationale, the choice of focusing on open and semantic annotation has been 

considered by the authors a strategic one, since as it has been demonstrated this ―func-

tional primitive‖ has the potential to be a bridge between these two different but 

strongly related worlds. Therefore both the act of annotating a text, thus giving it the 

status of ―scholarly‖ and the addition of (meta)information to a generic resource can 

greatly benefit from the adoption of a common formal model, which at the same time 

make explicit both their actual natures and potentialities. 

The aim of SemLib project is to use standard technologies to create a really usable 

application, easy to use for every kind of user and easy to integrate in heterogeneous 

digital libraries, therefore filling up a current gap in the landscape of annotation appli-

cations on three different levels: actually usability, ease of use, integration. For these 

reasons we are organizing focus groups which would consolidate the theoretic foun-

dations which led the implementation of the application. 
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